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Fox & Star Ceremonies
Bespoke Magical and Guided wedding ceremonies
laced with magic and adventure. Specialised in
rituals and storytelling, we can't wait to write your
love story.

Amazing Face Bridal Hair and Make-Up
Creating beautiful, bespoke bridal hair and natural
make-up throughout the South West and beyond.
Our make-up application styles puts an emphasis
on natural flawless foundation and soft focus
blending. Our hair designs are refreshingly stylish
and on trend. Regional Winner and National Finalist
of The Wedding Industry awards

Ellen J Photography
I love to experiment and look for new ways to
represent your story with a creative, honest style.
Photographs should make you feel something, so
I shoot for raw, beautifully gritty emotion, in an
unobtrusive way. I believe it is the emotion that
connects us to the images; they have the ability
to freeze time, however much our memories
fade and that is their magic.

T: 07701050693
E: hello@foxandstarceremonies.com
W: www.foxandstarceremonies.com
Proud Fox Ceremonies
ceremonies, which will make you feel proud and
may even leave you feeling a little bit foxy!
T: 07973444664
E: martin@proudfoxceremonies.com
W: www.proudfoxceremonies.com

ENTERTAINMENT
Pegasus Discos
I believe every function is someone's special occasion.
I don't offer packages as no two weddings are the same,
which is reflected in the service I provide. From just the
evening party, to the full day - let's get together to talk
about your special day.
T: 07976299678
E: mark@pegasusdisco.co.uk
W: www.pegasusdisco.co.uk

FLORISTS
My Little Posy
My Little Posy is influenced from Charlotte’s love of
Vintage Bohemian, Folklore, her Asian travels and
beloved Nan who had an amazing eye for interiors and
florals. If you're looking for bespoke dried florals or
prop hire for your wedding day, Charlotte's vision and
creativity is incredible.
T: 07940105821
E: mylittleposycaravan@gmail.com
W: www.mylittleposy.co.uk

T: 01202 779065
E: caroline@amazing-face.co.uk
W: www.amazing-face.co.uk
Kirsten Sare
I am a qualified and experienced Make-Up Artist
based in the heart of Dorset. With a friendly and
professional approach, I use my knowledge and
skills to work with you to create your perfect look
for your wedding day for you and your wedding
party.
T: 07751248783
E: kirstensare@hotmail.co.uk
W: www.kirstensare.co.uk

MARQUEE HIRE
Coastal Tents
We are a husband and wife team who are passionate
about helping you create the perfect setting for your
big day or event. We started our company after
enjoying the Tipis at our own wedding. We want to
provide a service so that others can plan their own
memorable celebration.
T: 01929 505005
E: info@coastaltents.co.uk
W: www.coastaltents.co.uk

PHOTOGRAPHY &
VIDEOGRAPHY

The Florist of Poundbury
Ordering flowers for your wedding is a very exciting
time. It is a time to reflect on themes, colours and
textures that will make your dream wedding a reality. It
is a time when your imagination has no limits and you
are able to express your love with flowers making your
day truly magical and memorable.

Agrestal Visuals
We are Luke and Sammie, a husband and wife team
who share a passion for capturing emotional, fun and
intimate adventurous visuals using photography and
film. Authentic love is something that should be
captured not posed. As people who value experiences
rather than things, we believe in not just providing a
service but an experience! We feel so honoured to be
able to document these timeless memories that you
will treasure forever.

T: 01305 265948
E: office@thefloristofpoundbury.com
W: www.thefloristofpoundbury.com

T: 07891261116
E: hello@agrestalvisuals.co.uk
W: www.agrestalvisuals.co.uk

T: 07714270254
E: ellenjweddings@gmail.com
W: www.ellenj.co.uk
Lotus Photography
I’m Emily ‘Emmy’, I’m the one with the crazy red
hair and a camera. I created Lotus Photography
because, not only do I love photography, but I really
wanted to get people celebrating and loving their
unique self. My aim is to create a wedding album
full of love, mischief, giggles, and a few happy tears,
that makes people say “WOW that's so them!”.
T: 07840503333
E: lotusphotographyuk@gmail.com
W: www.lotusphotographyuk.com

Sadie Osborne Photography
Unique, creative and awesome Wedding
Photographer based in Dorset. Sadie Osborne is a
highly passionate individual, covering wedding
photography in the UK and Internationally. With a
fun and relaxed approach to weddings, she's just
like a good cup of tea!
T: 07850538026
E: sadie@sadieosborne.co.uk
W: www.sadieosborne.co.uk

PLUS SIZE BRIDAL
Terra Bridal
Terra Bridal is the UK's first answer to stunning,
sustainable gowns for gorgeous & curvy women,
and Kate is the mastermind behind the brand.
Terra Bridal promises to be a journey, growing,
educating and adapting throughout our pilgrimage
to achieving more greener solutions for the bridal
industry.

T: 01305 251808
E: hello@terrabridal.co.uk
W: www.terrabridal.co.uk

Bridal Reloved Boutiques
Dorset, Somerset, Devon, The Midlands, Liverpool, Shropshire, Leicester,
Lincolnshire, Essex, London, Oxfordshire, Yorkshire, Glasgow and new for 2022: Gloucestershire
T: 01305 251808
E: hello@bridalreloved.co.uk
W: www.bridalreloved.co.uk
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Introducing Wedding Fix...
A digital Wedding Magazine &
Directory with a difference
Almost 10 years after launching the first ever Bridal Reloved boutique, we are immensely
proud to introduce you to Wedding Fix Magazine & Directory. As the World’s only chain of
independently owned bridal boutiques specialising in sample and pre-owned wedding
dresses, we have over 15 bridal boutiques (and growing) across the UK – we have so much
to share with you!
“Wedding Fix” is so called as Founder of Bridal Reloved, Kate Atkinson and mum Diane
spent many a past time buying magazines and reading them in little cafes across Yorkshire.
They called it their “wedding fix” and made many moodboards from the cuttings. This
became a weekly ritual for them both, an escapism but also the start of Kate’s journey into
the wedding industry.
We are truly passionate about Bridal Reloved, sustainability, weddings, creating memories
and making connections. Over the past decade we have been incredibly incredibly lucky to
have met many fabulous brides, their families and wedding suppliers in our areas. Across
every bridal boutique, we have collated an incredible book of wedding suppliers so it only
seemed fitting to launch the Directory.
Our first shop quickly went from one to two, then five and now we are excited to be
opening shops 16, 17 and 18 this year. We have 5 new stores planned to open in 2022. By 2025
we expect to have 30 stores operational in the UK and our overseas plans are taking shape,
we can’t wait to reveal more! The teams at our award-winning Bridal Reloved Boutiques
are uniquely placed, not only leading one of the UK’s top bridal chains, but also knowing
exactly what the current bridal trends are.
We simply know what dresses are in high demand because that’s what we sell most of. With
Bridal Reloved the trends are dictated by our customers, not the media and it’s this
knowledge that’s become so valuable to our buying teams and customers. Launching this
Autumn, we will be offering our wedding friends the opportunity to be part of our Wedding
Fix collaboration with both the magazine and directory.
We cannot wait to take you, our amazing brides and wedding suppliers on an amazing
journey. By showcasing the best of the best within the industry, we know you’ll have the
most incredible wedding day and it’s our privilege to help you make the best connections
possible. Explore our digital magazine, make connections and get your “wedding fix” today!

Editor's Letter
Happy new year and welcome to January 2022, everyone tread very carefully and don't
touch anything! If you're just starting on your wedding planning journey, i'm so excited for
you and hope you enjoy our third issue of Wedding Fix digital Magazine which is packed
full of #weddinginspo.
You can enjoy features from real Bridal Reloved Brides, a styled shoot featuring the most
gorgeous Louisa Jackson gown and advice from some amazing wedding suppliers. Find out
about making the switch to sustainable and eco flowers with My Little Posy who creates the
most gorgeous displays using dried flowers and pampas; and top tips on wedding
entertainment with Pegasus Disco.
I had a cup of tea over on Wedding Fix Insta, Live with Agrestal Visuals who shared with me
what to look for when booking a wedding photographer, their style and favourite venues.
You'll find a copy of our chat in our magazine to read through at your leisure!
Tiana of Wildwood Weddings has shared some amazing wedding planning advice for
couples along every step of their journey and we've included a really important piece from
the Give Couples Choice Movement. GCC are campaigning for couples to have the legal
ceremony they want and deserve.
If you've not considered a
Celebrant for your
ceremony, its an amazing
upgrade and of course I
would highly recommend
as I am one too!
I hope you enjoy and
please get social with us
on Pinterest, Insta and
Facebook, we would love
to hear from couples,
wedding suppliers, past
brides and what you
think of our features!
Have a safe and
amazing start to the year.

Laura x

Wedding Inspo
Photographer - Hayley Gell Photography
2nd Photographer - Aadele Drummond Weddings
Venue - Peddler Warehouse
Event Planner - Inner City Weddings & Events
Hair - NRG hairstylist / The Headonist Sheffield
MUA - FM craft n makeup
Dress - Bridal Reloved Wanstead
Flowers - Campbells Flowers
Celebrant - Philippa - Pip McLean Marriage Celebrant and Naming Ceremonies
Music - Married To The Music
Food - Chris Hale
Arcade Games - Arcade Direct
Stuff - Modular moods : Vibe Specialists

Bridal Reloved
Bride
Coral and Sam got married at Peddler Warehouse,
Sheffield with a team of amazing wedding suppliers
and SO much colour! Coral chose her Pronovias dress
from Bridal Reloved Wanstead and paired it with an
incredible confetti veil which matched the vibe and
style of their wedding day. Huge Congratulations!

Supplier Advice
My Little Posy

Photography credit: Agrestal Visuals

Forever Florals with Charlotte: The
sustainable alternative to fresh
flowers on your Wedding Day...
"When planning our own wedding, I just couldn’t find
what I was looking for anywhere and so decided to
start creating what I wanted - and so My Little Posy
was born! I’m lucky that other brides want this style
too. I had so much joy planning our own wedding and
reused all the flowers in one way or another so love
giving this back to my brides.
I live and breathe all things wedding and am
constantly researching new trends and floristry
techniques in order to be creative and perfect my
style. I am totally in love with boho, folk, celestial, wild
and whimsical styles.
I studied Floristry at college and used fresh flowers
but I just loved the crispy, dry, unpredictable angles in
using dried flowers.
I was shocked at the unsustainable, old fashioned
floristry practices still being used and taught with
fresh flowers so I set out to make some pretty designs
using dried only and making up my own practices of
doing things along the way.

We have a small vintage caravan called Posy which we bought
as a project and hire out as a prop/ for promotional purposes.
I have always enjoyed making quite intricate detailed floral
pieces like hair combs and flower crowns with tiny little
meadow flowers. These days, as well as the little flowers, I’ve
moved onto using larger blooms and creating bigger displays
but the little posies remind me of where I started.
Every couple is unique so will require a unique quote for the
florals chosen for them. If you have a specific budget in mind,
we can work towards that.
Installations and wall decor are quite popular at the minute.
You can go for a huge statement piece and smaller table
decor to divide up the cost a bit. There are lots of ways to split
the cost and still get the desired effect.
Our ideal couple is ethically aware, open to alternative ideas,
boho, fun, celestial, wildy-in-love, interesting, quirky,
whimsical."
My Little Posy is one of our featured suppliers.

Dried flowers don’t require a water source which are often nonbiodegradable plastic or floral foam. I encourage having floral items
for weddings which can be used in the home afterwards. Guests can
take home table arrangements or bridesmaids can use their floral
hoops/ bouquet as a home decor item. It’s also a lovely gesture to give
away your florals to guests and it means they have a new lease of life.
I love the idea of florals living on way past your wedding day as a
keepsake and a sustainable option. I have one of my bridesmaids
bouquets from our wedding day pinned upside down on my
wardrobe.
We are always happy to provide styling. If you have ideas for a theme
that we can work to, let us know or you can give us full creative
licence and a budget to track down items. On your day, we can style
your event so that all you have to do is turn up. It’s completely up to
you, how much you want us to be involved.
As an example: A wedding with a neutral dried bridal bouquet & silk
ribbon, two bridesmaid bouquets, four button holes, eight table decor
pieces and a pampas cloud floral installation would be £975.
www.mylittleposy.co.uk | www.etsy.com/shop/mylittleposy
Insta: @my.little.posy

Bridal Reloved Bride
Photography/Videography- Alt Wedding Co
Venue - Little Wold Vineyard
Hair & Make-Up - The Briar Rose Co
Florist - The Petal Studio
Venue Stylist & Moongate - My Pretties UK
Dress - White April from Bridal Reloved Wakefield
Seamstress - (Alterations, Personalisation & Veil) - Hannah Josie Bridal
Chrissys suit - Eden Keshia Bridal
Ties - Fredrick Thomas

Kellie &
Krissy
Kellie and Krissy got married at Little Wold
Vineyard in the Yorkshire Wolds. Kellie wore a
White April dress from Bridal Reloved Wakefield
paired with an absolutely stunning black veil by
Hannah Josie. Their day looked absolutely
gorgeous. Huge congratulations to you both!

10 Questions with Agrestal Visuals

Sammie & Luke chat with
Wedding Fix Editor Laura
When and why did you decide to set up Agrestal Visuals?
We started Agrestal Visuals in early 2020 which is when we
decided to really steer our business into capturing weddings,
elopements and couples. The idea has always been there but it
was at this time we really felt a bigger pull and looked into the
possibilities of what we could offer and we didn’t have to stick
to the ‘traditional’ style we could put ourselves into the work
and really relate and be untraditional with what we love to do,
which is capturing telling stories through visuals.
What’s your style of photography/videography?
Our style of capturing weddings and elopements is very much
documentary. We aim to capture all the events of the day as
they unfold and really show the emotions and intimate
moments of the day. Our editing style is what really sets us
apart from most traditional style wedding photographers, as
we offer a more saturated edit with a cinematic vintage
element that we have worked very hard over the years
creating and we feel best resembles us and the couples that
we get to work with.
What are the advantages to being a husband and wife
business?
We find a lot of advantages of being a husband and wife team,
we find that we can relate to our couples better and it means
we both understand each other's visions and creative styles.
Some of the other benefits is that with having two
photographers we can be in two places at once, more
coverage which means more photographs and you have two
cheerleaders for the day!

What budget should you set for your wedding day
photography/videography?
This is also a difficult question as we understand everyone has a
different budget, expectations and situations but we would
strongly advise to be open and flexible. You want to be able to
fully trust your suppliers and get the results that you want.
Ultimately your decision is priceless, these are your memories
that you will treasure for your lifetime and generations,
therefore its an investment so be flexible with what you're
willing to pay for those memories.
Where’s your favourite location to shoot?
There are so many amazing venues and locations and many still
on our bucket list! We are obsessed with the Lake District as
that is where we got engaged and would love more weddings
there but more locally we love the Larma tree, St giles, 10 Castle
street and Bowerchalke barn which are some of our most local
and beautiful venues.
Who is your ideal couple?
This is always a difficult question as every couple is always so
different and that’s what we love about the people we get to
meet and what we do, but if you love to have fun, are creative,
have a love for adventures, maybe a little untraditional and
wildly in love then we would love to chat with you!
www.agrestalvisuals.co.uk
Insta: @agrestalvisuals | @agrestalvisualsshop

Wedding Inspo

Styled Shoot

#weddinginspo

Lincolnshire Weddings teamed up with Gemma Blake Studio to
create an unapologetic vibrant space to contrast the untouched
historic features of Stockwith Mill. Gemma firstly came onboard
as our model but her flair for Interior Design was to become
invaluable to our shoot. Bridal Reloved Caistor supplied the
Louisa Jackson Bridal dress used in this beautiful shoot from
their Terra Bridal range of more sustainable wedding dresses,
especially for our curvy brides and available in sizes 16-32.

Suppliers
Lincolnshire Weddings
Gemma Blake Studio
Holly Bryan Photography
Stockwith Mill
Bridal Reloved Caistor
The Enchanted Garden
Raspberry Rose Designs
Fusion Hair Co
The Chocolat Story
Cuckoo’s Beauty

Wedding Entertainment Feature

Owner of Pegasus Disco, an eclectic
array of waistcoasts and the best
music, Mark chats with Wedding Fix
"Pegasus Disco was born out of working for a Multi DJ
company in Christchurch that I was subsequently made
redundant from in 1997, I actually started out under a different
name back in 1990 but wasn’t really focused on just one type of
event.
There didn’t seem demand for Wedding DJ’s back then; we all
just did whatever work came our way. I didn’t really notice any
difference until around 1996 when Wedding Fairs started
popping up locally.
I'm often asked, "what's my favourite song of all time?" which
is quite simple to answer. When you look through old
photographs it evokes a memory and, well music has the same
effect but also your mood can be affected. So the simple
answer is ‘no’ I don’t have a specific favourite as it changes
depending on my mood and what I am doing at the time.
My ideal couple are people who like me and what I offer as a DJ
/ Host and are open to different ideas to keep themselves and
their guests entertained.
My favourite wedding venues would be one with easy access
(no stairs, ha ha!) I’ve worked in quite a few now over the last
30 years and they all offer something different but would have
to say Kingston Maurward or Gorwell Barn would have to be
close to the top.

Another question I'm asked a lot is "how much budget should I
allocate to my wedding entertainment?" I always say, whatever you
can afford – the importance of good entertainment can sometimes
be overlooked, but think about the weddings you have been to as
guests. Chances are you remember the entertainment (good or
bad) more than anything else.
I offer an array of options for weddings. It can start with just the
evening disco right through to the most popular option of the Allday service; providing the music for the ceremony and keeping
everyone entertained during the drinks reception and wedding
breakfast with music and personalised quizzes, Rock ‘n’ Roll Bingo
and not forgetting the Selfie Wizard!
My top tips to any couple looking at booking their wedding
entertainment would be: Get to know your DJ before booking, sit
down with them and have a chat over a coffee (or cake or both) and
don’t just talk about your wedding find out what are they like as a
person, after all your wedding is a big day for you and you want to
be surrounded by people you like and get on with, (this should goes
for all of your suppliers).
Talk about what music you like if it is a bit different are they
familiar with it, also just as important is what you DON’T like! Have
they worked at your venue before? If yes do they have any photos
they can see, if not, will they visit it (I always will)."

Welcoming...
Bridal Reloved Gloucester!

bridalreloved.co.uk/shops/gloucester

Industry News from...
Give Couples Choice
Movement
The Law Commission has been reviewing the Wedding Law of England and
Wales, with a view to updating the laws for the modern world. The current laws on weddings date back
to the 19th Century, and it is agreed by all parties that reform is required.
In this respect The Law Commission have produced a consultation paper outlining their provisional
recommendations for Wedding reform. The key proposal is to move to an ‘officiant-based system’ to
allow couples freedom of choice for their ceremony.
The ‘Give Couples Choice Movement’ wholeheartedly support this principle but want to ensure true
freedom of choice is given to couples, and believe that can only be achieved by including Independent
Celebrants in any new legislation.
The Law Commission has recently announced that the publication of their final report, which was
previously expected before the end of 2021, has now been delayed until July 2022. This allows time for
the consideration of responses from all parties interested in Wedding Law reform and allows
Independent Celebrants to continue to ensure their case is heard.
An Independent Celebrant, whilst, at the moment unable to perform a legal wedding, can create a
wedding ceremony unique to the couple. Unlike Humanist celebrants, Independent celebrants conduct
ceremonies independent from any belief system, but will happily include religious and cultural
elements into a ceremony without any fear of judgement or discrimination. To quote Sarah Noble,
Independent Celebrant, "Couples can be mixed faith, no faith, interfaith, humanist, gay or straight,
traditional or modern, spiritual but not religious. For a truly heartfelt ceremony, love is all you need."
The 2010 Equality Act states that it is illegal to discriminate on basis of religion. Without the inclusion
of Independent Celebrants in Wedding Reform Legislation we cannot see how this principle can be
upheld. In 2017 The Office for National Statistics stated that 1 in 10 couples in the UK are in an interethnic relationship. Often a couple may want elements from their respective faiths included in their
wedding ceremony. This can be achieved with an Independent Celebrant Led wedding.
Have you heard of the 80/20 rule?
It states that in most organisations 20% of the people do 80% of the work. We would like 80% of the
people getting behind our proposals. Look on our website Give Couples Choice - Give Couples Choice
Movement (gccmovement.org) for information on how you can help.
Give feedback on the Northern Ireland Consultation paper, (finance-ni.gov.uk) it may impact on
England and Wales legislation one day. Write to your MP and express your views. If you are an
Independent Celebrant then shout out about the joy you have brought to your couples. Let’s educate
the country, and perhaps most importantly Parliament, about the wonderful ceremonies we create and
perform, so that when wedding reform happens it gives couples the choice they deserve and are
entitled to.

Advertise in Wedding Fix Digital
Magazine and on our Directory
We launched Wedding Fix in 2017 as a trial and used the printed and download magazine for 2018 &
2019. We had big plans for 2020, but as you know, nature had other plans for the world. Coming out the
other side of the pandemic with double the weddings being planned, we thought it was time to
re-launch Wedding Fix, not only as a downloadable magazine but also as a directory. Expect Industry
news, wedding inspo, real brides and creative shoots.
Bridal Reloved alone has a combined social media reach of 15 million unique users and over 360,000
unique users to Bridal Reloved website per year, so we’re confident your business will be in front of the
right audience.
Our Editor Laura Bell has a wealth of experience of the wedding industry and joined the Bridal Reloved
team in September 2021 to launch this baby. She lives and breathes the wedding industry and cannot
wait to showcase your business in Wedding Fix.
Want to know more? Email: hello@weddingfixdirectory.com | Call us: 01305 251808

